A letter to help forward an investigation
from; Martti Koski, Suomen Joukkovainotut ry.
email;suomenjoukkovainotut@gmail.com

Helsinki 31. May 2019

Dear member of parliament,

I'm writing to you on behalf of Suomen joukkovainotut ry. The association is advocating for Finnish
people who have ended up as victims of gang stalking and who are part of the international group of
ca. 50000 people who call themselves targeted individuals (TI). Gang stalking differs from common
stalking in that the victim is stalked by an organized group of people which can often be remarkably
large.
Suomen joukkovainotut ry, as well as the wider international and partly organized group of victims,
are convinced that many of them are also victims of new kinds of human experiments, i.e., different
types of remotely carried out electronic harassment. The harassment may be of the kind that US
Cuban embassy employees were allegedly subjected to, or inducing hearing sensations with
microwaves or radio frequencies.
Electronic harassment can also be proven with measurements, perhaps the best example of that
being a test performed in Japan by victims themselves which was done with a spectrum analyzer.
Below we have first the graph of the test result for a normal control subject, and then for a victim of
the kind of human experiments described above. The measurements were performed in a shielded
room, and we can see many “spikes” in the graph for the victim which show that they are “emitting”
radio waves.

As I state in my diary, in Finland a person who believes they're a victim of electronic harassment
and goes to the police and asks that the case is investigated, is routinely referred to mental health
officials and subsequently involuntarily committed to a mental institution. They won't thus be
granted an appropriate investigation, which would include a measurement and the search of possible
implants, but instead they're declared mentally ill. There are numerous cases like this among us.

Within TI groups elsewhere in the world there have been many measurements and other
investigations where they have, for example, found various kinds of implants that are possibly
utilized in electronic harassment. Despite that there are no tests done by a research institute or the
police that I know of, where they would've tried to duplicate the positive results of victims or
searched for implants. The only studies that some universities have conducted are mere queries that
have the unscientific presupposition that the victims are mentally ill.
Comparable cases in Finnish history can be found in the 1930s when the police refused to
investigate properly the cases of people who ended up as victims of various kinds of persecution by
the Lapua Movement. In addition to the police, Finnish parliament and the judicial system – also the
attitude of the press and other media towards the victims were then similar as it is now towards
victims of gang stalking.
In recent European history, Project Gladio of NATO – of which connections to Finland remain
unclear – carried out somewhat similar operations. In East Germany, the Stasi had a program called
Zersetzung in which the aim was to destroy the target psychologically and which included many
similar methods as what the TI's in Finland and around the world have reported.
My wish is that you members of parliament will scrutinize the actions of the police and mental
health officials regarding this subject, and help forward an appropriate investigation for possible
victims of human experiments that our association represents, which would include the search of
implants and a spectrum analysis test of which possible positive results would lead to criminal
investigations. It could be done as a group test where the costs per capita would be reasonably low.
Important relevant links:
The whole subject might be better understood by examining a secret invention that has been under
development for decades - electronic verbal mind-reading technology
This link has my story on Edmonton, Canada, and a link for Derothy Burdick’s free e-book Such Things are
known . These bot together prove that electronic mind reading was secretly developed around 1980.

The website of an international organization for targeted individuals:
http://www.pactsntl.org
Numerous victims of organized stalking and electronic harassment gave testimonies to the US
Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues in its 5th meeting in 2011:
https://bioethicsarchive.georgetown.edu/pcsbi/meeting-five.html
https://bioethicsarchive.georgetown.edu/pcsbi/node/225.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmhdsQ8fPSc
US Cuban embassy employees were allegedly targeted with microwave weapons:
https://www.iltalehti.fi/ulkomaat/a/201809022201176458
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/01/science/sonic-attack-cuba-microwave.html
The US army has developed a directed energy weapon called the Active Denial System (ADS):
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_Denial_System
US army subsidizer Raytheon developed Silent Guardian, a smaller version of ADS:

https://www.wired.com/2009/08/pain-ray-first-commercial-sale-looms/
https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/New-Laser-Weapon-Debuts-in-LA-County-Jail-101230
974.html
Studies on inducing hearing sensations with microwaves or radio frequencies:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17495664
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14628312
In a survey by the US Department of Justice, 13.1 percent of the 3.4 million victims of stalking
reported that there had been three or more perpetrators:
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/ovw/legacy/2012/08/15/bjs-stalking-rpt.pdf
Historian Hubertus Knabe, who has worked in the Stasi Records Agency, talks about Zersetzung in
his Ted talk presentation:
https://www.ted.com/talks/hubertus_knabe_the_dark_secrets_of_a_surveillance_state/transcript
Max Hertzberg, another historian who has worked on the Stasi files, describes the methods used in
Zersetzung in detail:
http://www.maxhertzberg.co.uk/background/politics/stasi-tactics/

